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Covid-19 Contingency Planning for Curriculum provision via remote 

education 

 

Context  

 

This document provides information regarding how we will fulfil our responsibilities to provide 

remote education and ensure continuity in the education of students at Co-op Academy 

Walkden where staff or students are having to isolate as a consequence of Covid-19. The 

response to a positive test could be either isolation of year group bubble(s), or specific 

cohorts of students within them, following the advice of the local area health team. Some 

students may also be isolating whilst awaiting test results of family members. 

 

In all cases, we aim to ensure that students are able to continue their learning in the best 

possible way. Students have their school books with them so any work can be completed in 

those to ensure continuity in students’ learning or on a google doc if it is easier to submit to 

google classroom.  

 

Expectations 

 

In line with guidelines issued to schools by the Department of Education 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/remote-education-during-coronavirus-covid-19 we will: 

 

● Align  all remote learning to the school’s curriculum and give all students access to 

the same high quality resources. 

● Set tasks that are ambitious and and meaningful in a number of different subjects 

each day which reflect the student’s timetable; 

● Provide a well planned and sequenced curriculum so that knowledge and skills are 

built incrementally; 

● Provide frequent, clear explanation of new content through the most appropriate 

resources. 

 

Tools and access  

 

The main facility for the setting and submitting of work at Co-op Academy Walkden is 

Google Classroom.  

All students have been provided with the means of accessing this. Students need to 

ensure that they open a Google Chrome browser, log out of any personal account or 

those of any other users of the hardware and then use the sign in button to sign in to 

their school Google account. Students’ NEW email address follows a specific format as 

follows:-  

[Year you started at Walkden][First initial of first name][Surname][school email extension]  

E.g. If Joe Smith was in Year 7, his username would be :-  

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/remote-education-during-coronavirus-covid-19


20jsmith@coopwalkden.co.uk  

 

Number prefixes for each year group are as follows:-  

- Year 7 - 20  

- Year 8 - 19  

- Year 9 - 18  

- Year 10 - 17  

- Year 11 - 16 

 
More information about accessing Google Classroom can be found in the Remote Education 

section of the website. 

 

Problems with access 

 

Students with issues accessing Google Classroom should contact their Head of Year in the 

first instance.  

Students are reminded of the need to email staff using their school email address and 

not from personal accounts.  

We have also identified students who may need to borrow a device from school when 

learning remotely. We will ensure that they are provided with this at the earliest opportunity. 

In most cases, these students will be provided with the equipment before they are sent home 

to isolate when we follow up on close contacts following a positive case.  

 

Responsibilities and appropriate use  

 

Students are reminded of the expectation that they will use ICT responsibly and safely. Our 

remote learning spaces need to be safe. 

● Students should never share their passwords with any other students or anyone 

outside the organisation, nor should they share invites to remote lessons or Form 

Time.  

● No aspect of any live lesson should be filmed by students who are invited to 

participate as sharing of video or audio footage would be a breach of privacy on the 

part of the participants.  

● Students should not try to turn their cameras or microphones on if their teacher does 

not permit them to do so.  

● If students are invited to make a verbal or written comment or pose a question in a 

live lesson, they must use appropriate language and remember to address the 

member of staff and their peers respectfully. If there are any concerns regarding 

conduct, students' access to the lesson will be cut off. 

 

Parents/Carers and family members are also reminded of their responsibilities in maintaining 

safe remote learning spaces for our students.  

● Parents must not actively participate in any lessons or learning provided remotely; 

including access to cameras or microphones.  

● No aspect of any remote lesson should be filmed and shared with anyone. This 

would be a serious breach of privacy. 



 

Provision of remote education 

 

What happens if a student or a proportion of a class is isolating and the rest of the 

students are in school as normal?  

 

In the event that one/some students in a class are isolating but the rest are in school and 

following a normal timetable, teaching staff will schedule each lesson’s resources with 

simple written instructions on google classroom (the instructions may be part embedded in a 

powerpoint), so that isolating students can access the same resources that their peers in 

school are using.  

Isolating students can then complete the class work or prescribed tasks via google 

classroom. There is an expectation that all students isolating will access the learning 

and submit the required work on a daily basis, unless their absence has been 

reported to the attendance team as sick and not isolating. Teaching staff will alert 

parents to any concerns via the ‘Home Learning concern’ facility in Class Charts. This 

will be monitored in school.  

 

Some staff may provide isolating students with a live link to the lesson in school via Google 

classroom if they deem it to be practical, appropriate or the most effective means of learning. 

This is at the individual teacher’s discretion. There is no compulsion on the part of any 

member of staff to do this.  

 

All students in a ‘class’ will continue to receive homework tasks via Class Charts, regardless 

of whether they are in school or not. This will only change if a whole year group is on ‘home 

learning provision’. The homework will mostly focus on guided retrieval practice.  

 

What happens if a full year group is isolated?   

 

Daily contact with Tutors  

 

In the event that a full year group is isolating, students must link up with their form group and 

Tutor each school day at 8.30am via a Google meet invitation which will be sent via Google 

classroom. This daily session, which it is expected will be no more than 5-10 minutes, will 

allow the Tutor to set the tone for learning for the day, provide the means to access 

assemblies and for students to establish positive habits and structures around the remote 

learning day. It is really important that students’ cameras are switched off but their 

microphones are on so that students can reply to their name when a register is called.  

 

Day 1 of isolation is defined as the first full day of a year group’s absence in all cases.  

 

Teaching staff will share their lesson with students via google classroom in line with the 

students’ timetable. There will be no live facility for any subject class in this circumstance. 

On day 1 this might be;  

 

● An Oak Academy lesson 

● Lesson powerpoints with embedded written instruction 

● Mathswatch/Seneca/My Maths/GCSE pod 



 

It is expected that as part of the lesson, students would upload some independent work to 

google classroom such as an exam answer, extended writing or google form and that 

feedback would be given in turn, as part of the normal lesson cycle.  

 

Day 2 onwards of isolation  

 

The planned curriculum will be delivered to all students in all subjects via google classroom. 

There will be no ‘live lesson’ facility in this circumstance.  

 

● In the first instance, the class teacher will take responsibility for the setting of work for 

their class. 

● In the event of a class teacher’s absence due to illness, the duplication of a lesson 

for that year group will be assigned to that class by another member of staff  

● The ‘lesson’ will be scheduled to be available to students at the time they would 

normally be in that lesson.  

● The lesson must have some audio-visual input. This will be a recorded loom lesson 

or recorded explanation and modelling under a visualiser, which will ensure that the 

curriculum and learning is appropriately sequenced, structured and paced.  

● Teachers will provide explicit instruction, modelling and feedback for students in the 

recording. Students can pause and play to suit their learning and repeat to 

consolidate understanding.  

● At the end of each lesson the students will be directed to submit a piece of work to 

google classroom. This could be an exam question answer, some independent 

writing, or a completed diagram for example. There will be a clear and realistic 

submission date in line with students’ timetables. 

 

When staff are isolating but well 

 

● The ‘lesson’ will be scheduled to be available to students at the time they would 

normally be in that lesson.  

● The lesson must have some audio-visual input. This will be a recorded loom lesson 

or recorded explanation and modelling under a visualiser, which will ensure that the 

curriculum and learning is appropriately sequenced, structured and paced.  

● Teachers will provide explicit instruction, modelling and feedback for students in the 

recording. Students can pause and play to suit their learning and repeat to 

consolidate understanding.  

● Some staff isolating may teach a lesson via a live link if they deem it to be practical, 

appropriate or the most effective means of learning. This is at the individual teacher’s 

discretion. There is no compulsion on the part of any member of staff to do this. It is 

recommended that staff use the ‘blur the background’ facility in Google meet if 

providing instruction form home.  

● At the end of each lesson the students will be directed to submit a piece of work to 

google classroom. This could be an exam question answer, some independent 

writing, or a completed diagram for example. There will be a clear and realistic 

submission date in line with students’ timetables. 

 

Assessments 



 

Students who are at home when key assessments are set will be provided with the 

assessment at the same time as their peers in school, with clear instructions and a set time 

for completion. They will also be provided with the means of submitting their responses via 

google classroom. Where students fail to submit their assessments they will be awarded an 

‘Assessment not submitted’ outcome and this will be reflected in the progress reports issued 

to parents.  

 

Feedback  

 

Feedback can be formative (real time, in the lesson to help students to identify their 

strengths and weaknesses and is generally low stakes) and summative (usually at the end of 

a piece of work or unit to evaluate the learning which has taken place, usually in the form of 

a % or grade). Teachers will incorporate feedback into the lessons they provide and provide 

feedback to students and/or whole classes where appropriate.  

 

 

Monitoring and support 

 

It is the responsibility of each student to engage in remote learning and submit the work for 

each lesson via google classroom. We also rely on parental support in engaging students 

with learning during periods of isolation.  

Class charts will be used to record submissions of work on google classroom so that 

engagement of students in their learning can be monitored and appropriate actions taken at 

each level.  

Through analysing the ‘Home Learning concerns’ in Class Charts we will also be able to 

identify which students are not engaging in multiple subject areas and intervene with support 

as appropriate.  

Heads of Department will monitor the quality of provision as part of their routine quality 

assurance.  

All parents, carers and students have been provided with the means to access Class Charts. 

 

 

 

 


